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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusion of all the results of

this study and recommendation dealing with this research. In this section, the

researcher tries to answer the problem of this research and then conclude the final

result. Besides, the researcher gives the suggestion on the future research that will

develop this research.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the process of developing this reading test, the researcher will

summarize the important point related to the following research study.

The design of this research is Research and Development. The object of

this research is the eight grade of the second semester of A class of MTs. Al-

Karimi 1 Tebuwung Dukun Gresik. They are 28 students which consist of 20

females and 8 males. The researcher developed reading test with 40 questions of

multiple choice items.

Based on the feedback from the teacher of MTs. Al-Karimi 1 Tebuwung

Dukun Gresik, the time allocation has to be changed into 90 minutes. After pre-

testing the test, the test is good because the reliability statistic is 0,937, and all of

items are valid, but there are some revisions for multiple choice items in number

1, 8, 26, 37, and 38. Those numbers are revised because the result is more than 0.8

point, so those numbers are easy for students.
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The result of the students’ perception toward the product of reading test by

using Longtion Autorun Application is enjoyable for them, and also ease them in

doing the test. Therefore, it is good because the students like the product although

a few students dislike it. Besides, for the scoring, the result of the minimum score

is 45,0 and the maximum score is 97,5, so the researcher can count the grading

from mean and standard deviation..

5.2 Recommendation

From the result of this research, the researcher gives recommendation that

the product is able to be applied for the eight grade of A class of MTs. Al-Karimi

1 Tebuwung Dukun Gresik. This product can help the teacher do reading test

more easy and simple because of without paperless, so the teacher can save the

test practically. In other hand, this product can ease the students in doing the

reading test because they not only do at school but also whenever and whenever

they want to do. The application also can show the score, so they can study with

enjoyable.

The researcher suggests to the next researchers to use this study as their

references. That is why, this study can inspire the next researchers to develop the

test into another way, so the next researchers can develop with another skill,

subject, and application.


